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Sherman Alexie is one of our most acclaimed and popular writers today. With Ten Little Indians, he
offers nine poignant and emotionally resonant new stories about Native Americans who, like all
Americans, find themselves at personal and cultural crossroads, faced with heartrending, tragic,
sometimes wondrous moments of being that test their loyalties, their capacities, and their notions of
who they are and who they love.In Alexieâ€™s first story, â€œThe Search Engine,â€• Corliss is a
rugged and resourceful student who finds in books the magic she was denied while growing up
poor. In â€œThe Life and Times of Estelle Walks Above,â€• an intellectual feminist Spokane Indian
woman saves the lives of dozens of white women all around her to the bewilderment of her only
child. â€œWhat You Pawn I Will Redeemâ€• starts off with a homeless man recognizing in a pawn
shop window the fancy-dance regalia that was stolen fifty years earlier from his late
grandmother.Even as they often make us laugh, Alexieâ€™s stories are driven by a haunting
lyricism and naked candor that cut to the heart of the human experience, shedding brilliant light on
what happens when we grow into and out of each other.
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"but it's way tough on the rez." From The Life and Times of Estelle Walks Above.The thing about
Sherman Alexie is that he examines life from the inside out. Or maybe it's more accurate to say that
he examines life from the reservation out. He has a way of pointing out these specific characteristics
and challenges that one faces growing up on the reservation and beyond. But when you pay close

attention to what he's saying (in such beautiful language), you find yourself relating to an emotional
landscape that is universal in all of humanity no matter what race, religion, nationality blah blah blah.
One is ultimately left with the impression of a genuine and credible storyteller who has experienced
personal conflict, triumph, tragedy and joy within the boundaries of the reservation, then again in the
vastness of life outside of the reservation and finally within the borderless limits of his own mind on
a much higher and more profound level.Don't expect any glamorized depictions of Native
Americans or any other kind of American for that matter. He gives you the good with the bad in
painfully honest observations and language. For example, in The Life and Times of Estelle Walks
Above (my favorite story in the book), Estelle, a Spokane Indian and the narrator's mother (and a
feminist, militant vegan), raises her son in a poor white neighborhood in Seattle, sends him to white
schools (plus, in several humorous passages gives him some embarrassing and especially
traumatic advice on women and sex) and gets herself a college education (come hell or high water).
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